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A. Introduction and Scope 

‘Remote Learning’ refers to the provision of work, teacher support, assessment and 

feedback from teachers to pupils in the event that normal lessons are unable to be delivered 

‘face-to face’ as normal. 

Situations where this policy may apply include: 

• A pupil who is absent from school for three or more days for a pre-agreed reason e.g. 

taking part in a sporting tournament, educational, cultural or spiritual experience Pupil 

exclusion  

• In the context of the COVID 19 Pandemic, pupils unable to attend school due to a 

period of advised self-isolation but who otherwise remain well (See Section 2). Such 

isolation may be due to wider familial context, or the impact of school bubbles. 

• An extended period of enforced school closure, requiring the school to be shut for 

face-to-face learning. (Such as required at timely points within the COVID 19 

Pandemic)  

This policy does not apply in situations such as: 

• A student who absents themselves from school without prior authorisation from the 

school, with or without parental permission, e.g. a family holiday taken in term time. 

• A parental decision to absent their child as a precaution against an outbreak of 

infectious disease but contrary to official medical advice from Public Health England, 

the UK Government or the World Health Organisation. 

Where students are absent from school through illness and are unable to engage with 

learning, this policy does not apply. Usual support mechanisms, triggered by HOH, HOD, 

Attendance Officer and wider individuals (as required). 

Cranbrook School reserves the right to vary the methods described below in the light of 

developing situations surrounding the reasons behind any closure. 

B. Access for All: Remote Learning within the Context of a 

School Closure, Partial Closure (year group or Boarding 

House bubbles) or for Individual students out of school for 

three or more days. 

Cranbrook School is committed to providing continuity of education for its students in the 

event of an extended whole school closure, closure for a bubble of students or individual 

enforced absence of three or more days. While such situations are inevitably highly varied in 

their causes and ramifications, we will endeavour to provide continued learning and support 

for our years 7-13 students during any period of closure in the following ways: 

• The provision of relevant, developmental work for each subject area and each year 

group which enables students to enhance knowledge, skills and make continued 

progress. 

• Regular, ‘live’ instruction from staff, with the ability for students to ask questions of 

their teachers in real time. 

• The opportunity for students to have their work assessed by their teachers and 

receive feedback on engagement and progress. 
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• The opportunity for students to access pastoral support 

• The opportunity for students to participate in a reduced remote co-curricular 

programme and access the wider school community.  

Please refer to the sections below for more information. 

C. Access to the Internet 

Any provision of remote learning to achieve these three aims assumes that students 

and staff have access to an Internet connection at home.  

Staff. The majority of Cranbrook School teaching staff are provided with electronic Thinkpad 

notepads which they can use to access any of the platforms by which remote learning will be 

provided. Where teachers (including trainee teachers) are not provided with a Thinkpad, they 

are able to loan out an electronic Thinkpad notepad from Barham Office when undertaking 

remote teaching & learning (and supply allows). However, Cranbrook School cannot assume 

that everyone has access to reliable Internet connection and printing facilities in their home. 

In the case of the latter (printing), any work set and submitted for assessment will be entirely 

electronically set and distributed via Microsoft Teams (or synched in providers such as 

Educake, Senenca and GCSE Pod). Should staff not be able to access reliable Internet, 

suitable work space will be made at school (government guideline dependent). 

Students. Cranbrook School students are not provided with an iPad / Laptop to enable 

remote working. Access and provision is reliant on available facilities in the home. In the 

case of a school closure, regular inventories of student access are made, with provision of 

equipment made for disadvantaged children (where limited school equipment is available or 

provided by government schemes). Priority of equipment is given to disadvantaged students 

as follows: Pupil Premium in Years 11 and 13, Pupil Premium in Years 10 and 12, Pupil 

Premium in Years 7, 8 and 9, Years 11 and 13, Years 10 and 12, Years 7, 8 and 9. Whilst 

students’ learning experience will be heightened with access to a laptop or computer, an 

android mobile phone (with a secure Internet connection) will enable students to access 

work set, any ‘live’ opportunities and pastoral care and support. It is though recognised that 

for a prolonged absence, mobile phones are not sufficient.  

Work will be set, submitted for assessment and assessed through the Cranbrook School 

SharePoint: SharePoint 

• Share Point signposts all members of the school community to platforms for learning 

and support relevant to their position (Student, Public/Parent and Staff). Microsoft 

Teams is Cranbrook School’s principle platform.  Accessible with an Internet 

connection (from iPad, iPhone, android mobile or desktop application 

http://teams.microsoft.com/) . 

Microsoft Teams is a collaborative platform which allows for real-time communication and 

sharing of resources between teachers and their classes. Every member of the Cranbrook 

School teaching community has been set up on Teams and pre-registered to each of their 

classes, with training and support given to navigate through Microsoft Assignments, Teams, 

Forms and Chat platforms. Whilst there is not an expectation for staff or students to 

broadcast live or recorded audio or video using Teams, it is recognised that the interactive 

experience this brings greatly benefits learning and engages with students. Teachers and 

relevant support staff are provided with training and support for Microsoft Teams and the 

‘live’ meet software functionality at timely points (when new developments to Microsft Teams 

are introduced and where staff needs are apparent). New members of staff are also 

https://cranbrookkentsch.sharepoint.com/_layouts/15/sharepoint.aspx
http://teams.microsoft.com/
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supported and a mentor is attached to them to help them with transition in to the school’s 

procedures and platforms.  

In all cases, teachers and students must protect themselves, adhering to the clear 

safeguarding expectations.  

Parents and Wider Communication. Email may also be used for an individual on a case by 

case basis, where Teams is unavailable to a student or wider parental support or 

intervention is required. At the point of writing, Microsoft Teams does not give parental 

access to students’ Teams accounts. Therefore, UpToDate and collaborative communication 

is vital (between parents, HOH, tutors and subject teachers) as becomes relevant to a 

student with a need of support.  

Assignments. Clear expectations must be communicated when using the ‘Assignments’ 

platform. The rubric for the marking of work and feedback will be made clear by the class 

teacher via these platforms. Teachers set ‘Assignments’ for all lessons, with the expectation 

that work undertaken in the timetabled session is uploaded to this platform, evidencing 

engagement.  

D. Teaching & Learning and Assessment Provision for Remote 

Learners (three or more days) 

In the event of a whole school, year group bubble or boarding house family 

absence/quarantine or isolation, students, teachers and parents will be notified of this course 

of action by a member of the leadership group, as soon as an informed decision can be 

made. 

In the event that students are absent for three or more days, students will access a 

model by which academic departments will set work for classes via Microsoft Teams, 

supported by ‘live’ contact with teachers. 

The school reserves the right to vary the methods described below in the light of developing 

situations surrounding the reasons behind any closure. 

(i) Learning work packages 

Departments will set tasks via dedicated Word/PowerPoint or other documents on Teams, 

clearly dated and saved within the ‘files’ section of each class ‘Team’. saving resources and 

task requirements within clearly labelled documents. It is the class teacher’s responsibility to 

ensure work set is clearly visible and accessible to all students within the Team platform. 

In the event of a staff absence, the HOD or pre designated alternative will set work through 

the Teams platform.  

Set tasks are distributed to students via ‘Assignment’ at the beginning or in advance of the 

scheduled lesson time, with the expectation that work completed in the lesson is uploaded 

on to Assignment, evidencing engagement.  

Tasks will be set for each year group in each subject and will be designed to last an 

equivalent amount of time as that subject’s lessons and homework times during that 

calendar week, as set out in the SIMS timetable. 

Acknowledging different contexts, time zones, routines and access to IT in the case of both 

students and teachers, tasks must be available to students at the beginning of the scheduled 

session, if not before.  
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Where classes are split between two or more teachers, work is set proportionally, mirroring 

the lessons classes have with each teacher. 

Whilst each class will require its own work to be set, where departments can collaborate on 

lesson materials and resources, it is to be encouraged (particularly in the case of Years 7-9 

where HODs may coordinate set work for a year group). In the case of Years 10-13, class 

teachers must ensure work is bespoke to the needs of their group.  

Tasks set must be accessible to all students, with clear objectives labelled and students 

signposted on work to be submitted. Tasks must adhere to programmes of study, engaging 

a high level of challenge and acknowledging wider AEN needs. In the case of work to be 

submitted, teachers are expected to set this using Assignments. 

Tasks may sign post ‘live’ activities that will take place in the timetabled lesson slot. 

Where the allocation for a subject is more than one lesson, work can be set in one work 

package to represent the appropriate time period (and homework allocation). It is though 

essential that the work package details clearly what tasks should be undertaken and when, 

so, allowing students to plan their daily schedules in a manageable fashion. 

(ii) Live Sessions 

Students are expected to work on these tasks during the week in which they are set – and 

where circumstances allow at the times detailed in their SIMS timetable, so, encouraging a 

daily routine.  

Teachers are expected to have a punctual and active online presence via Microsoft Teams 

at the time they would normally have a lesson with that year group - to be available for 

students to ask questions in real time.  

Whilst there is no expectation for staff or students to broadcast audio or video using Teams, 

using this software is encouraged with acknowledgment of safeguarding expectations. 

Teachers might for example open their scheduled lesson slot with a live ‘walk through’ of 

tasks set, address any questions, before setting the group to work whilst they answer any 

individual questions that might appear from students in the Chat or through the live feed.  

All ‘live’ sessions are recorded and will appear on that Team’s post feed, so, enabling 

students unable to join at that time the opportunity to visit afterwards, or for students to 

revisit should they require consolidation of skills or knowledge gleaned. Recording also  

safeguards the teacher Recordings remain available on post feed for 20 days.  

Teachers may also work with small groups of students and 1:1 within the Teams platform, 

where wider support or challenge is desired. Again, recording of sessions is an expectation 

for safeguarding reasons.    

Students are expected to check in at the beginning of the timetabled ‘live’ session and take 

part in if they are well enough to do so, they have IT equipment and Internet access and (if 

working in a different time zone) this fits in to the needs of their family’s routine.  
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(iii) Assessment and Feedback 

The work will comprise of both class work and homework.  This will, as far as is possible, 

include one piece of work in each subject, which is to be submitted for teacher assessment 

and feedback each week (though this may vary slightly depending on how frequently a 

particular subject is taught and wider contextual factors). Teachers will expect to see 

evidence of all the work completed via ‘Assignment’, but will not always provide feedback on 

this. The frequency and nature of feedback is in accordance with both departmental and 

whole school policy. 

Work should be submitted to teachers via Assignments in Microsoft Teams. Teachers will 

set and  assess homework and return it to students with feedback attached in a timely 

fashion. 

Assessment and reporting to parents will adhere to the 20-21 Assessment Calendar. The 

2020-21 Assessment Calendar (reported assessments, subject reports parents' evenings 

and examinations) requires that student engagement and progress is reported to parents at 

timely points in the academic year.  

*Where wider contextual factors impact upon in-school provision or government guidance 

determines a revision to public examinations and associated assessment expectations, 

Cranbrook School reserves the right to amend the assessment calendar to best suit student 

outcomes and well being.  

Expectations of Students 

Assuming they are well enough to work and have regular access to IT equipment, students 

are expected to: 

• To attend all remote sessions, complete and submit all work set which is requested 

for promptly. In most instances, students will hand work in at the end of remote 

sessions.  

• To attend all tutor periods and assemblies and any detailed wider community events. 

• Ensuring punctuality and full engagement with the tasks in hand. 

• Check Teams and school emails regularly and read and respond to communication 

from the school 

• Where students experience problems with the school’s IT platforms, they should 

proactively contact IT for support, by emailing helpdesk@cranbrook.kent.sch.uk (and 

where possible notify their class teachers and/or tutor).  

• Students are expected to uphold the same standards of conduct and behaviour 

during live online lessons as they would be expected to in school. This includes but is 

not limited to: 

▫ Ensuring appropriate language is used in Teams comments or emails, and that any 

comment is on-topic and relevant to the task in hand. 

▫ Ensuring microphones and cameras are on, technology and Internet bandwidth 

dependent. 

▫ Ensuring that clothing is appropriate, following the same guidance as a normal “non-

uniform” day in school. 

 

 

 

mailto:helpdesk@cranbrook.kent.sch.uk
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Expectations of Staff 

Assuming they are well enough to work, staff expectations are as follows: 

(i) Subject Teachers  

• To ensure that work is set and made available on Teams, following the in-school 

timetable, and that sufficient resources are made available to students via electronic 

means to allow them to carry out this work at home. Where textbooks are not 

available online and they are a key resource, staff should scan relevant pages and 

share them with students along with the resources for that week’s lessons. Barham 

Office will endeavour to offer administrative support, where resources allow. 

Expectations for students to print worksheets or wider material should be kept to a 

minimum and where required, adequate notice is given to students (at least 24 

hours). Where students are unable to print, oth understanding and alternative 

provision will be needed.  

• To set lesson by lesson class and homework Assignments, in accordance with 

timetables.  

• To register attendance and engagement with learning on SIMS.  

• Ensure HODs/subject leads are invited to each subject Team group, in order they 

can monitor work set and deputise in the event of any staff absence or illness. 

• To be familiar with the use of Office 365, Cranbrook SharePoint and Microsoft 

Teams, and to be available online through Teams at the times they would usually 

have lessons to engage in live support with their students.  

• To attend and engage with professional development opportunities that represent 

developments in used school platforms (including Teams).  

• Highlight any student concerns/lack of engagement with tasks set, to the relevant 

Tutor/HOD/HOH (dependent on whether it is of a curriculum or pastoral nature).  

• Ensure contact between students and staff takes place through official school 

channels, which are: 

o Cranbrook School email address (for both teachers and students). Therefore, 

no personal email addresses must be used by either staff or pupils. 

o Microsoft Teams (and synched applications (accesible through Cranbrook 

School SharePoint). 

• Ensure they Safeguard themselves appropriately during Live broadcast and chat, 

using the school guidelines.  

 

(ii) Heads of Department/Subject Leaders 

• HODs/Subject Leaders are responsible for the setting (or delegation) of whole-year-

group tasks for Years 7-9; individual class teachers are responsible for lessons for 

their classes in Years 10, 11, 12 and 13 (under the direction of HODs).  

• Additionally, HODs/Subject Leaders are required to maintain oversight of the 

appropriateness, challenge and quality of the work set across their Department. 

HODs should do this through being added to every class for their subject, then 

organising them in to channels. This will also enable HODs/Subject Leaders to 

deputise for the regular class teacher in the event of any illness or absence. 
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• To manage the setting, assessment and feedback to students promptly by electronic 

means. 

• HODs/Subject Leaders are required to liaise with their department staff through 

regular (at least weekly) contact to ensure that: 

➢ Sufficient work is being set to cover ongoing periods of closure. 

➢ Students causing concern through a lack of engagement with live lessons or 

assignments requiring submission are flagged with relevant HOH on a weekly basis. 

➢ They are aware and reactive to staff wellbeing. 

➢ To flag up training and support needs of the department to Faculty Lead and Remote 

Learning Lead. 

 

(iii) LG Faculty Leaders 

• Are required to maintain oversight of the appropriateness and quality of the work set 

across departments they line manage through ‘Insight’ and timely commnication with 

HODs in their Faculty. Microsoft Insight allows an insight into the work being set 

across subjects within their faculties, quality checking for: challenge, clarity, 

inclusivity and relevance to programme of study.  

• Are required to liaise with line managed department staff through timely (at least 

every other week) contact to ensure that: 

➢ Sufficient work is being set to cover ongoing periods of closure 

➢ Students causing concern through a lack of engagement with live lessons or 

assignments requiring submission are flagged with relevant HOH on a weekly basis.  

➢ They are aware and reactive to HOD and teaching staff well being 

• Where, HOD and/or class teacher is absent or ill, to best support in the 

communication of set tasks for relevant teaching groups.  

• To ensure weekly staff briefings continue through Microsoft Teams (including, as 

appropriate, updates on strategic and operational changes, teaching & learning, 

assessment and pastoral).  

• To flag up training and support needs of Faculty to Remote Lead, so, driving 

continued professional development  

 

(iv) IT Support, Systems & Network Management 

• Helpdesk: Offer prompt and clear guidance and support to students, teachers and 

support staff. 

• To forewarn (where possible) and communicate clearly to teachers and support staff 

any necessary systems updates and changes to platforms that teaching and support 

staff use (e.g. SIMS, Office 365, Sharepoint, Onedrive, P Drive). To time updates 

outside of working hours and preferably 12.am-5am. 

• To keep the Remote Learning Lead informed of any development of new features to 

school platforms and support with training teachers, support staff and students. 

• To carry out regular health checks of aforementioned systems, when school is 

working remotely or part remotely. 

• To forewarn LG of any difficulties or challenges that lie ahead, in order that teacher, 

support staff, student and parent expectations can be managed. 

• To keep an up-to-date trouble shooting guide available to students, teachers and 

support staff on the SharePoint. 
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• To make sure up to date training aids are available on Staff and Student 

SharePoints, with email correspondence signposting   

• To ensure teaching classrooms’ IT setups are routinely checked to enable teachers 

to broadcast ‘live’ where some or all students in the class are remote – (specifically 

equipment is in full working order and Internet bandwidth is monitored in classrooms. 

Where it is known to be weak or a problem is identified, to inform Barham and LG as 

soon as possible, so, they can forewarn relevant staff and alternative rooming can be 

explored (if space and context allows) and expectations are able to be managed. 

(v) Staff Illness 

When staff are unwell during a period of school closure, they should notify the school by 

emailing brandera@cranbrook.kent.sh.uk, along with line manager/HOD as usual. If they are 

able to set work for any lessons that require it then they should do so, otherwise 

responsibility for work falls to the Head of Department/Subject Lead or designated delegated 

colleague. Absence should be notified as soon as possible and no later than 7.30am.  

(vi) Last-Minute Absences and Emergencies: In all cases, it is vital that you contact Anne-
Marie Brander before 7.30am (07790 017240), giving her details of work set for your 
classes. Your HOD should be made aware of your cover work. Please also let your HOD 
know about your absence, if possible. (Members of staff must never absent themselves from 
lessons without informing a member of the Leadership Group, and then Anne-Marie 
Brander). If you miss this deadline to call/email her, then please email Mandy Smart 
(smartm@cranbrook.kent.sch.uk) by 8am at the latest. 
For Every Absence: Always make sure that work is set and that clear instructions are given 
for the cover work 
 
With the current Covid situation it is important to let Mandy Smart know by email if you are ill 
with the reasons for absence.  We need to keep a track on who has symptoms and who is 
isolating due to household members’ symptoms.  And, of course, who is simply ill for other 
reasons. 
 

(vii) Pastoral Care 

Cranbrook School is committed to providing exemplary pastoral care, and this will continue 

during any period of school closure, blended or remote learning. 

During such periods the normal channels of communication regarding pastoral care remain 

open; students can contact their Form Tutor, Head of House, or indeed any member of staff 

should they prefer, by email or Microsoft Teams. 

Tutor time will continue, through tutors and/or HOH being ‘Teams’ available during tutor time 

(10.20-10.40: Years 9, 11 & 13. 10.40-11.00: Years 7, 8, 10 and 12). Whilst tutors are not 

expected to deliver audio visual ‘live’ content, they will be available for tutees on Teams in 

their designated period.  

Wider support will also be available through the usual channels, with Place2Be available for 

consultations and to provide support to students. 

(viii) HOH  

• To liaise with the attendance officer on absences. 

• To follow up on absences and the engagement with work and wider pastoral 

concerns (with teachers and parents). 

mailto:brandera@cranbrook.kent.sh.uk
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• Where wishing to contact parents, it is encouraged to utilise a school phone or email. 

It is also possible to liaise with parents and students via Microsoft Teams (adhering 

to safeguarding guidelines) or through using a personal telephone (provided HOH 

caller’s number is blocked). 

• To communicate concerns, intervention and support strategies to appropriate 

teachers, support staff, LG. 

• To keep myconcern up to date and to promptly respond to safeguarding requests 

and alerts. 

• To continue to uphold the inclusive culture and identity of the house. 

• To co-ordinate and communicate appropriate tutor time tasks to tutors. 

• To lead weekly assemblies (where technology allows). 

• Where students do not have access to the Internet, to co-ordinate with class teachers 

and then communicate pick up with student/parent (email/phone/papers left at 

Barham/sent home). 

(ix) SEN  

Under the direction of the Head of Learning Support, to continue to provide support for 

students identified on the SEN register and others as they become known. Support is 

personalised to the individual and may well fall under: organisation, emotional, social-

communication, or a further particular learning need.  

Support of the student will require timely updates to subject and pastoral lead teachers 

(tutors, HOH and LG). Support will require regular communication with parents and external 

support services, as relevant to the student’s individual needs.  

 Where resource allows, in class ‘live’ class support will be given, in both subject lessons 

and wider learning support classes. 

(x) Safeguarding 

During any period of school closure, the Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy still 

applies, as does the Staff Code of Conduct and the IT Acceptable Use agreement. 

Any live contact between students and staff must only take place through official school 

channels. This includes emails from students to teachers, which should only be sent from 

students’ cranbrook.kent.sch.uk email address. 

(xi) Barham Office  

• Regular daily notices will be email distributed to all students, teaching and support 

staff in advance of 10.20 tutor time. Where students are named individually, notices 

should be emailed directly to relevant students. 

• Where students and teachers have wider interest information notices, they must send 

to notices@cranbrook.kent.sch.uk before 9.30am in order they are added to the daily 

mailshot.  

• To distribute correspondence to parents through Parent mail, as instructed by LG. 

• To coordinate remote parents’ evenings with teachers, in collaboration with Assistant 

Head Lower School/Assistant Head Upper School.  

• To take receipt of notification from IT and on the instruction of LG forewarn relevant 

classroom teachers should a teaching room’s IT bandwidth or equipment provide an 

obstacle to ‘live’ remote teaching or accessing and delivering from school’s platforms 

is not possible (and no alternative classroom can be scheduled).  

• To support teaching staff with administrative tasks, where resources allow.  

mailto:notices@cranbrook.kent.sch.uk
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(xii) Student Illness & Absence  

When students are unwell during a period of school closure or isolation, they should notify 

the school by emailing absence@cranbrook.kent.sch.uk. Absence should be notified as 

soon as possible and certainly before the start of the school day (8.30am). The attendance 

officer will update SIMS and notify HOH/tutors (as relevant). 

Where a year group of boarding house bubble is isolating, or students are quarantining, the 

attendance officer will collate this information and share at timely points with LG, HODs and 

HOH. (At least once a week, but more in the event of an unscheduled year group, House or 

wider group absence). 

(xiii) Co-Curricular Enrichment 

Remote co-curricular opportunities will be available for Years 7-13. Under the coordination of 

the Co-curricular coordinator, students will be notified of remote co-curricular opportunities at 

timely points. All remote co-curricular opportunities will be channelled and take place via the 

Microsoft Teams platform.  

A weekly afternoon Games and Co-Curricular afternoon takes place for all students. All 

students are expected to engage with opportunities, ranging from sporting challenges, CCF 

to wider opportunities that encourage time away from electronic screens, together with 

cultural and fitness well being.  

Cranbrook School reserves the right to vary the methods detailed above in the light of 

developing local, regional or national context, surrounding the reasons behind any remote 

learning. 

 

mailto:absence@cranbrook.kent.sch.uk

